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Works Archive Of Our Own
When people should go to the book stores, search launch by shop,
shelf by shelf, it is essentially problematic. This is why we offer
the books compilations in this website. It will categorically ease
you to look guide H I V E Series Mark Walden Works Archive
Of Our Own as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality
want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or
perhaps in your method can be all best place within net
connections. If you intention to download and install the H I V E
Series Mark Walden Works Archive Of Our Own , it is definitely
easy then, since currently we extend the associate to purchase
and make bargains to download and install H I V E Series Mark
Walden Works Archive Of Our Own appropriately simple!

H.I.V.E. 5: Rogue - Mark
Walden 2011-08
Key members of G.L.O.V.E. are
being assassinated and Otto,
gone rogue, is behind the
killings. Raven and Wing must
find him before the order to
eliminate him can be carried
out . . .
Bloodline - Mark Walden
2022-10-11
This ninth book in the H.I.V.E.
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

series concludes the highoctane adventures of the
supremely talented team of
criminals. As the students of
H.I.V.E. face the challenges of
their final year at the school,
Otto Malpense is forced to
confront his own legacy as a
new threat rises from the
shadows of his past. Nothing
will ever be the same again as
Otto races against the clock to
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rescue his friends from a rival
organization. But as Otto
desperately fights for his
friends’ lives, he ends up facing
a deadly enemy more
dangerous and powerful than
any he’s faced ever before—an
enemy who’s a twisted product
of his own bloodline. From Italy
to Russia to the United States,
Bloodline is a real tour de
force, and a fitting conclusion
to the acclaimed H.I.V.E series.
H.I.V.E. Paperback Collection Mark Walden 2021-07-13
A young boy handpicked by a
sinister academy to be trained
as a super villain fights his
destiny in this high-octane
middle grade series, now in a
collectible boxed set! At only
thirteen years old, Otto
Malpense has seized control of
the orphanage where he lives
and come up with a plan clever
enough to trick the most
powerful man in the country.
He is the perfect candidate to
become the world’s next super
villain. That’s how he ends up
at Higher Institute of Villainous
Education. Otto and other
students have been kidnapped
and brought to H.I.V.E.,
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

located inside a seemingly
active volcano. Taking Villainy
Studies and Stealth and
Evasion 101 with the smartest,
most athletic, and most tech
savvy kids in the country is
exciting at first. But then Otto
realizes that this is a six-year
program, and leaving is not an
option. With the help of new
friends—an athletic martialarts expert, a world-famous
diamond thief, and a spunky
computer genius—the only
other people who seem to want
to leave, can Otto achieve what
has never been done before
and break out of H.I.V.E.? This
high-stakes, action-packed
paperback boxed set includes:
H.I.V.E. The Overlord Protocol
Escape Velocity Dreadnought
Rogue Zero Hour Aftershock
Deadlock
The Inventors - Alexander
Gordon Smith 2007
Nate and Cat absolutely love
inventing. And they've just won
a scholarship with the world's
richest, cleverest, most
charismatic inventor, Ebenezer
Saint. Along with 23 of the
brightest minds in the country
they're about to start their
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year-long stay in the
magnificent Saint's Solutions
paradise - a vast industrial
compound, filled with
unimaginable inventions. But
all is not what it seems. A
horrific plot is unfolding. And if
Nate and Cat want to see their
families again, they'll have to
out-wit, out-run and out-invent
the world's greatest inventor.
H.I.V.E. 3: Escape Velocity Mark Walden 2011-08
Pupils and staff at H.I.V.E. are
horrified to discover that Dr
Nero has been captured by the
forces of H.O.P.E., the Hostile
Operative Prosecution
Executive, the world's newest
and most ruthlessly efficient
security force. Three months
pass without any news of his
fate, and Number One has
decided to appoint a sinister
new headmistress for the
school, somebody that the
pupils and staff had thought
that they'd seen the last of.
Meanwhile Otto is also
struggling to cope with new
abilities that are starting to
manifest themselves; can he
really be unconsciously
interfacing with computers
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

without physical contact? And
if he is, what exactly do these
new powers really mean? The
only way to find Nero and the
truth behind the lies is to
escape H.I.V.E.. Otto must get
out, and take the risks which
come with being a rogue agent.
Then he just has to break into
MI6.
Deadlock - Mark Walden 2013
Book eight takes HIVE in a new
direction, with central
characters forced to question
everything that Nero has
taught them and confront the
consequences of life as a
villain, set against the
backdrop of a daring high-tech
prison break where nothing is
quite as it seems.
H.I.V.E. - Mark Walden
2008-06-24
HIGHER INSTITUTE OF
VILLAINOUS EDUCATION
Otto Malpense may only be
thirteen years old, but so far he
has managed to run the
orphanage where he lives, and
he has come up with a plan
clever enough to trick the most
powerful man in the country.
He is the perfect candidate to
become the world's next
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supervillain. That is why he
ends up at H.I.V.E., handpicked
to become a member of the
incoming class. The students
have been kidnapped and
brought to a secluded island
inside a seemingly active
volcano, where the school has
resided for decades. All the
kids are elite; they are the most
athletic, the most technically
advanced, and the smartest in
the country. Inside the
cavernous marble rooms,
floodlit hangars, and steel
doors, the students are
enrolled in Villainy Studies and
Stealth and Evasion 101. But
what Otto soon comes to
realize is that this is a six-year
program, and leaving is not an
option. With the help of his
new friends: an athletic
martial-arts expert; a worldfamous, beautiful diamond
thief; and a spunky computer
genius -- the only other people
who seem to want to leave -can Otto achieve what has
never been done before and
break out of H.I.V.E.?
Eager - Helen Fox 2008-12-18
It's the end of the 21st century
where technocrats rule and
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

robots take care of humans’
every need. Your house
watches you, knows your
secrets, and talks to you. And
your closest friend can be—a
machine? Gavin Bell and his
teenage sister Fleur come from
a middle-class family. Their
much-loved, old-fashioned
robot, Grumps, is running
down and can’t be repaired, so
a scientist friend loans them
EGR3, an experimental new
robot to help Grumps. EGR3,
known as Eager, learns from
his experiences, as a child
would. He feels
emotions—wonder, excitement,
and loss. When the ultra hightech, eerily human BDC4
robots begin to behave
suspiciously, Eager and the
Bells are drawn into a great
adventure that is sometimes
dark and often humorous. As
Eager’s extraordinary abilities
are tested to the limit, he will
try to find the answer to this
question: What does it mean to
be alive?
Earthfall - Mark Walden
2015-07-14
Sam awakens to see strange
vessels gathered in the skies
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around London. As he stares
up, people stream past,
walking silently toward the
enormous ships, which emit a
persistent noise. Only Sam
seems immune to the signal.
Six months later, he is
absolutely alone.
Reader, Come Home Maryanne Wolf 2018-08-14
The author of the acclaimed
Proust and the Squid follows
up with a lively, ambitious, and
deeply informative book that
considers the future of the
reading brain and our capacity
for critical thinking, empathy,
and reflection as we become
increasingly dependent on
digital technologies. A decade
ago, Maryanne Wolf’s Proust
and the Squid revealed what
we know about how the brain
learns to read and how reading
changes the way we think and
feel. Since then, the ways we
process written language have
changed dramatically with
many concerned about both
their own changes and that of
children. New research on the
reading brain chronicles these
changes in the brains of
children and adults as they
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

learn to read while immersed
in a digitally dominated
medium. Drawing deeply on
this research, this book
comprises a series of letters
Wolf writes to us—her beloved
readers—to describe her
concerns and her hopes about
what is happening to the
reading brain as it unavoidably
changes to adapt to digital
mediums. Wolf raises difficult
questions, including: Will
children learn to incorporate
the full range of "deep reading"
processes that are at the core
of the expert reading brain?
Will the mix of a seemingly
infinite set of distractions for
children’s attention and their
quick access to immediate,
voluminous information alter
their ability to think for
themselves? With information
at their fingertips, will the next
generation learn to build their
own storehouse of knowledge,
which could impede the ability
to make analogies and draw
inferences from what they
know? Will all these influences
change the formation in
children and the use in adults
of "slower" cognitive processes
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like critical thinking, personal
reflection, imagination, and
empathy that comprise deep
reading and that influence both
how we think and how we live
our lives? How can we
preserve deep reading
processes in future iterations
of the reading brain? Concerns
about attention span, critical
reasoning, and over-reliance on
technology are never just about
children—Wolf herself has
found that, though she is a
reading expert, her ability to
read deeply has been impacted
as she has become increasingly
dependent on screens. Wolf
draws on neuroscience,
literature, education, and
philosophy and blends
historical, literary, and
scientific facts with down-toearth examples and warm
anecdotes to illuminate
complex ideas that culminate
in a proposal for a biliterate
reading brain. Provocative and
intriguing, Reader, Come
Home is a roadmap that
provides a cautionary but
hopeful perspective on the
impact of technology on our
brains and our most essential
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

intellectual capacities—and
what this could mean for our
future.
Propeller One-way Night
Coach - John Travolta 1997
From acclaimed actor John
Travolta comes a modern fable,
originally written and
illustrated for his own son,
about a young boy whose first
trip on an airplane changes his
life forever.
H.I.V.E. - Mark Walden
2008-01-29
Swept away to a hidden
academy for training budding
evil geniuses, Otto, a brilliant
orphan, Wing, a sensitive
warrior, Laura, a shy computer
specialist, and Shelby, an
infamous jewel thief, plot to
beat the odds and escape the
prison known as H.I.V.E.
Aftershock - Mark Walden
2015-02-24
Sent to begin the feared Hunt
in the icy wastes of Siberia,
Otto and his friends prepare
for a first strike against Dr.
Nero only to discover a traitor
in their ranks who forces the
team to take sides against one
another.
Rogue - Mark Walden
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2011-09-27
When missing agent Otto is
suspected of leading the
mysterious attacks on the
leaders of the world's villainous
forces, Raven and Wing race
against time to find him before
other G.L.O.V.E. assassins can
locate him.
H.I.V.E. 9 - Mark Walden
2021-05-06
The ninth gripping instalment
featuring Otto and his friends
from H.I.V.E. Can they come
together to defeat their most
terrifying enemy yet? Prepare
for the ultimate H.I.V.E.
adventure when revenge casts
long shadows and no-one is
safe!
Deadlock - Mark Walden
2016-02-02
High-octane adventures
continue in the eighth book of
the H.I.V.E. series, and the
team of supremely talented
criminals is forced to question
everything they know about life
as villains. Otto and Raven are
desperate to rescue their
friends from the clutches of
Anastasia Furan, head of the
evil Disciples organization.
First they must track down the
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

location of the Glasshouse, the
prison where Furan trains
children to become ruthless
assassins. But Otto is also
being hunted. In the three
months since his “expulsion”
from H.I.V.E., The Artemis
Section—an elite intelligence
division that goes after the
toughest targets and reports
only to the US president—has
had an opportunity to locate
him. Set against the backdrop
of a daring high-tech prison
break, nothing is quite as it
seems in Deadlock.
H.I.V.E. 2: The Overlord
Protocol - Mark Walden
2010-07-05
Otto and Wing have special
permission to leave H.I.V.E.'s
secret island location to attend
a funeral (all too common in
their line of business). But
before they reach their
destination they are ambushed.
Who would risk assassinating
Otto Malpense, star pupil of
the Higher Institute of
Villainous Education and
favourite of Number One, the
most powerful villain alive? A
new power is rising to
challenge Number One's
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authority, and they need
H.I.V.E. and its powerful
computer to do so. Otto
thought the only thing he
wanted was to escape from
H.I.V.E., but now he's
desperately trying to save it,
and himself.
Earthfall: Redemption - Mark
Walden 2017-01-12
The thrilling conclusion to the
outstanding Earthfall trilogy
for sci-fi fans everywhere. Can
Earth be reclaimed? The battle
for Earth continues. In order to
defeat the Voidborn, the alien
race that invaded Earth, Sam
must come to terms with the
Illuminate powers he has
inherited and return to London.
The only hope he has for
defeating the aliens is to enlist
the help of not only his friends,
but also what he fears most.
Sam and his friends must find a
way to awaken the sleeping
Illuminate far beneath the
surface of the Earth, but what
they don't realise is a dark and
terrible secret is also about to
be uncovered. A secret that
may spell doom for all of
humanity. One thing is certain,
whatever happens, life will
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

never be the same for Sam
ever again. And he will be
forced to confront the reality
that he may have to pay the
ultimate price or finally watch
the Earth fall.
H.I.V.E. (Higher Institute of
Villainous Education) - Mark
Walden 2011-08
H.I.V.E. (Higher Institute of
Villainous Education) is a topsecret school of applied villainy
where children with a
precocious gift for wrongdoing
are sent to develop their
talents into criminal
mastermind. After all, 'villains
have the best lines and wear
the best costumes'. One small
catch is that the children
cannot leave until training is
complete, six years later. With
villainy comes a certain
freedom of thought, and every
year one student in particular
will show exceptional talent after all, it takes the best to
produce the worst. This year
there are two students: Otto
Malpense and his new friend
Wing Fanchu are both
exceptionally bad, and they are
definitely not keen on being
held against their will for six
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long years . . .
The New Kid at School - Kate
McMullan 2006
Wiglaf is off to Dragon Slayers'
Academy and in for a first day
of school he will never forget.
Rogue - Mark Walden
2010-05-03
Key members of G.L.O.V.E. are
being assassinated and Otto,
gone rogue, is behind the
killings. Raven and Wing must
find him before the order to
eliminate him can be carried
out . . .
Escape Velocity - Mark Walden
2012-03-20
After Dr. Nero, the leader of
the Higher Institute of
Villainous Education is
captured by a ruthless security
force, Otto Malpense, whose
special powers are beginning
to emerge, must escape the
institute and rescue Dr. Nero,
the only one who can explain
what his powers mean.
Zero Hour - Mark Walden
2013-03-19
As a final battle with Overlord
looms near, the H.I.V.E. heroes
are up against an unimaginably
dangerous weapon. Bad news
for the Higher Institute of
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

Villainous Education, aka
H.I.V.E.: Overlord is reborn
and has developed the chilling
ability to move from body to
body, erasing the host’s
personality—and ultimately
killing them. Overlord must
find Otto, the only host
designed to truly contain him,
and for that he needs to know
the location of H.I.V.E. He also
plans to take control of a secret
U.S. Army facility that is home
to the Autonomous Weapon
Program, a computercontrolled system uniquely
vulnerable to Overlord’s
control. In the face of these
threats, Nero is forced to
activate Zero Hour, a plan
designed to deal with any
member of G.L.O.V.E—the
Global League of Villainous
Enterprises—who is on the
brink of true global
domination. Nero also knows
that Otto must not be allowed
to fall into Overlord’s hands,
and a desperate race across
the globe begins.
H.I.V.E. 2: Overlord Protocol
- Mark Walden 2011-08
Otto and Wing have special
permission to leave H.I.V.E.'s
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secret island location to attend
a funeral (all too common in
their line of business). But
before they reach their
destination they are ambushed.
Who would risk assassinating
Otto Malpense, star pupil of
the Higher Institute of
Villainous Education and
favourite of Number One, the
most powerful villain alive? A
new power is rising to
challenge Number One's
authority, and they need
H.I.V.E. and its powerful
computer to do so. Otto
thought the only thing he
wanted was to escape from
H.I.V.E., but now he's
desperately trying to save it,
and himself.
Earthfall - Orson Scott Card
1996-01-15
Earthfall, the fourth volume in
Orson Scott Card's space opera
Homecoming series The
Oversoul of the colony planet
Harmony selected the family of
Wetchik to carry it back to
long-lost Earth. Now grown to
a tribe in the years of their
journey to Harmony's hidden
starport, they are ready at last
to take a ship to the stars. But
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

from the beginning there has
been bitter dispute between
Nafai and Elemak, Wetchick's
youngest son and his oldest. On
board the starship Bailica, the
children of the tribe will
become pawns in the struggle.
Two factions are each making
secret plans to awaken the
children, and themselves, early
from the cold-sleep capsules in
which they will pass the long
decades of the journey. Each
side hopes to gain years of
influence on the minds of the
children, winning their loyalty
in the struggle for control of
reclaimed Earth. But the
Oversoul is truly in control of
this journey. It has downloaded
a complete copy of itself to the
Ship's computers. And only
Nafai, who wears the Cloak of
the Starmaster by the
Oversoul's command, really
understand what this will mean
to all their plans for the future.
Homecoming series The
Memory of Earth The Call of
Earth The Ships of Earth
Earthfall Earthborn At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software
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(DRM) applied.
Earthfall: Retribution - Mark
Walden 2014-08-14
It's been several months since
the events of Earthfall, yet
Sam's attempts to rouse the
enslaved people of London
from their trance-like state
have frustratingly failed. Worse
still, the enormous Voidborn
drilling device which Sam and
his friends disabled in London
was one of hundreds scattered
across the planet, all nearing
the final stages of construction.
Joining up with another
resistance group, they plot to
disable a drilling machine in
Tokyo and in the process
implant viral commands that
will cause a catastrophic
failure of the entire network.
Just as that mission appears to
have been successful, Sam and
the others are double-crossed
by the resistance leader.
Earthfall: Retribution will take
the series on to a global stage,
as the true scale of the conflict
being played out on Earth is
revealed.
Dreadnought - Mark Walden
2012-06
While en route to a training
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

exercise in the Arctic, Otto and
his friends stop off for a tour of
the new G.L.O.V.E. flagship,
Dreadnought, and when
Dreadnought is commandeered
by a rogue villain, they try to
thwart his evil plans.
H.I.V.E. 4: Dreadnought Mark Walden 2011-08
A renegade faction of the
world's most powerful villains
is intent on destroying
G.L.O.V.E. (Global League Of
Villainous Enterprises) and
showing the world the true
face of evil. The Disciples begin
by hijacking Diabolus
Darkdoom's Airborne command
post, then they kidnap his son
and his son's best friend.
Unfortunately for them, Nigel
Darkdoom (and Franz) also
happen to be Otto's friends.
Heading out to America, Otto,
Wing et al embark on a
perilous and highly
unauthorised rescue operation.
Cut off from the support of
H.I.V.E. and on the run from
American security forces the
hunt for their friends leads to
one of the US military's most
secret facilities. It becomes
clear that the Disciples are not
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all they appear and in a
desperate race against time
Otto must work out who his
real friends are to prevent the
Disciples from completing their
true objective. Only Otto can
save the world from
domination by a sinister new
world order but it might be
that the price he has to pay is
just too high. When it comes to
the crunch will he be prepared
to sacrifice himself?
The Driftwood Girls - Mark
Douglas-Home 2020-01-09
TWO MISSING WOMEN. AN
OCEAN FULL OF SECRETS . . .
'A first-class mystery perplexing and at times
disturbing' i paper
'Intelligence, imagination and
lucid writing' The Times
____________ Kate and Flora
have always been haunted by a
mystery - their mother,
Christine, vanished without
trace when they were children.
But now Kate has a more
urgent problem: Flora has
disappeared too. In
desperation, she searches
Flora's house, and finds a scrap
of paper with a name scribbled
on it: Cal McGill. Cal is a 'sea
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

detective': an expert in the
winds and the tides, and
consequently adept at finding
lost things - and lost people.
Can Cal find Flora? And might
he even know the secret of
what happened to their mother,
all those years ago . . . ? 'I'm
completely addicted to this
series' Dermot O'Leary Praise
for Mark Douglas-Home: 'I
could not put it down' 5*****
reader review 'The best novel I
have read in years. A real page
turner' 5***** reader review
'Utter brilliance' 5***** reader
review 'Many twists and turns
and kept me intrigued to the
end' 5***** reader review
Escape Velocity - Mark
Walden 2008
HIVE is in grave danger. Dr
Nero, its leader, has been
captured by the world's most
ruthless security force. It's up
to Otto to save him, but first he
must escape Nero's sinister
replacement and HIVE itself.
Rogue - Mark Walden
2012-09-04
Could H.I.V.E. have finally
turned Otto Malpense into an
evil super-villain? The leaders
of the world’s villainous forces
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are being picked off one by one
in a series of mysterious
attacks, and when Dr. Nero
finds out it is Otto who’s
behind them, he has no choice
but to issue a “capture or kill”
order. Raven and Wing are
desperate to save their friend
and soon find themselves in a
danger-filled race against time
to track Otto down before
other assassins get to him.
Their pursuit takes them to a
secret facility hidden deep
within the Amazon rain forest,
where they face a deadly
mysterious operative.
Meanwhile, back at the Higher
Institute of Villainous
Education, the school’s own
automated defense systems
turn against the pupils and
staff of H.I.V.E.—and there is
no one there to stop them….
H.I.V.E. 4: Dreadnought - Mark
Walden 2010-07-05
A renegade faction of the
world's most powerful villains
is intent on destroying
G.L.O.V.E. (Global League Of
Villainous Enterprises) and
showing the world the true
face of evil. The Disciples begin
by hijacking Diabolus
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

Darkdoom's Airborne command
post, then they kidnap his son
and his son's best friend.
Unfortunately for them, Nigel
Darkdoom (and Franz) also
happen to be Otto's friends.
Heading out to America, Otto,
Wing et al embark on a
perilous and highly
unauthorised rescue operation.
Cut off from the support of
H.I.V.E. and on the run from
American security forces the
hunt for their friends leads to
one of the US military's most
secret facilities. It becomes
clear that the Disciples are not
all they appear and in a
desperate race against time
Otto must work out who his
real friends are to prevent the
Disciples from completing their
true objective. Only Otto can
save the world from
domination by a sinister new
world order but it might be
that the price he has to pay is
just too high. When it comes to
the crunch will he be prepared
to sacrifice himself?
Bloodline - Mark Walden
2022-10-11
Otto races against the clock to
rescue his friends from a rival
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organization, but as he
desperately fights for his
friends' lives, he ends up facing
a deadly enemy who is a
twisted product of his own
bloodline.
H.I.V.E. Paperback
Collection - Mark Walden
2021-07-13
A young boy handpicked by a
sinister academy to be trained
as a super villain fights his
destiny in this high-octane
middle grade series, now in a
collectible boxed set! At only
thirteen years old, Otto
Malpense has seized control of
the orphanage where he lives
and come up with a plan clever
enough to trick the most
powerful man in the country.
He is the perfect candidate to
become the world’s next super
villain. That’s how he ends up
at Higher Institute of Villainous
Education. Otto and other
students have been kidnapped
and brought to H.I.V.E.,
located inside a seemingly
active volcano. Taking Villainy
Studies and Stealth and
Evasion 101 with the smartest,
most athletic, and most tech
savvy kids in the country is
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

exciting at first. But then Otto
realizes that this is a six-year
program, and leaving is not an
option. With the help of new
friends—an athletic martialarts expert, a world-famous
diamond thief, and a spunky
computer genius—the only
other people who seem to want
to leave, can Otto achieve what
has never been done before
and break out of H.I.V.E.? This
high-stakes, action-packed
paperback boxed set includes:
H.I.V.E. The Overlord Protocol
Escape Velocity Dreadnought
Rogue Zero Hour Aftershock
Deadlock
Spy School British Invasion Stuart Gibbs 2019-04-30
Superspy middle schooler Ben
Ripley is finally going to take
SPYDER down, once and for
all, in this latest addition to the
New York Times bestselling
Spy School series. Stranded in
Mexico after nearly capturing
the leaders of SPYDER,
thirteen-year-old Ben Ripley
desperately needs to take a
shower. But even more so, he
and his spy school friends need
to come up with a new plan to
defeat their enemies, their only
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clue a key that
opens…something. The
Mission: Go rogue from the
CIA, join up with the British
MI6 to locate the leader of
SPYDER, the enigmatic Mr. E,
and bring down the evil
organization once and for all.
Only it won’t be easy. They’ll
have to deal with rival evil
splinter factions, devious
double-crosses and learning to
drive on the opposite side of
the road. But they have no
other choice: this is their last
and final chance to crack the
code on SPYDER.
Retribution - Mark Walden
2015-07-14
The struggle for human
survival continues following an
alien invasion of Earth in this
second book in the Earthfall
trilogy, from the author of the
H.I.V.E. series. After the
harrowing events of Earthfall,
twelve-year-old Sam and his
fellow resistance members
meet an enigmatic man named
Mason who is slowly building
an army to fight back against
the invaders, the Voidborn.
Sam and the others join Mason
and his soldiers on a mission to
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

disable Voidborn technology in
Tokyo. But Sam soon discovers
that Mason has an agenda
beyond what he has already
admitted: He isn’t content just
to destroy the Voidborn’s
machines; he plans to destroy
the Voidborn once and for all
with a plan that will cost the
lives of millions of innocent
people. But something is
coming, something even worse
than the Voidborn. Something
very old and very evil.
Something that might mean the
end for them all.
The Overlord Protocol - Mark
Walden 2009-02-10
Otto Malpense, who is still
trapped at the Higher Institute
of Villainous Education, or
H.I.V.E., is nearly assassinated
and must now not only try to
escape, but also find out who
murdered his best friend--and
save himself.
H.I.V.E. 6: Zero Hour - Mark
Walden 2011-08
Overlord is on the brink of
turning the world's population
into zombie-like drones, forcing
Nero to activate Zero Hour: the
ultimate defence
Thirteen Days of Midnight 15/17
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Leo Hunt 2015-08-25
In a devilishly dark and funny
debut, a teen finds himself the
unwitting beneficiary of eight
enslaved and angry ghosts
seeking bloody vengeance.
When Luke Manchett’s
estranged father dies
unexpectedly, he leaves his son
a dark inheritance: a collection
of eight restless spirits, known
as his Host, who want revenge
for their long enslavement.
Once they figure out that Luke
has no clue how to manage
them, they become
increasingly belligerent, and
eventually mutiny. Halloween
(the night when ghosts reach
the height of their power) is
fast approaching, and Luke
knows his Host is planning
something far more trick than
treat. Armed with only his
father’s indecipherable notes, a
locked copy of The Book of
Eight, and help from school
outcast Elza Moss, Luke has
just thirteen days to uncover
the closely guarded secrets of
black magic and send his
unquiet spirits to their eternal
rest—or join their ghostly ranks
himself.
h-i-v-e-series-mark-walden-works-archive-of-our-own

Redemption - Mark Walden
2018-04-24
Sam and his friends embark on
one last mission, one final epic
final battle against their alien
enemies to determine the fate
of the Earth in this fast-paced,
action-packed conclusion to
Mark Walden’s Earthfall
Trilogy. After the death of his
father, Sam is still struggling to
come to terms with the
Illuminate powers that he
inherited, the changes that the
alien nanites have wrought on
his body, and the mysterious
summons calling to him, urging
him to come and retrieve “his
birthright.” After separating
himself from his friends, Sam
realizes the call is coming from
the Primarch, an ancient
spaceship and the first of the
Voidborn, a digitized Illuminate
consciousness, that was driven
insane after it was left drifting
lost and alone in space for
thousands of years. It’s calling
to him to join the fight and
destroy the Vore. But just as
Sam thinks he finally has an
ally against the Vore, he
realizes the Primarch has an
agenda all its own… As the
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final conflict takes place in the
skies above the Grand Canyon,
Sam is forced to confront the
fact that even with some
surprising new allies, the price
for defeating the Earth’s
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invaders may be vastly more
than he is prepared to pay. One
thing is certain, whatever
happens, life will never be the
same for Sam—or for the rest
of humanity—ever again.
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